ANEX FIRE ENDS IN TRAGEDY
Why do I get stuck with all the articles about buildings burning down?
By Ms. Tomkin '12
The wahhh-<ahem>-ulance dept. (CAMPUS EYESORE) Yet another avoidable tragedy involving fire and frat brochure campus last Thursday when a raging fire destroyed the Annex. The Administration believes that the fire was started by townies jealous of the free shit-beer the TDX bros were supplying.

"Hamilton College annexed this land from the townies in 1812," an anonymous old guy that appeared behind the burned-down building after the fire said. "Hence why it's called the Annex. But we've taken back our territory! Free beer forever!"
The man then escaped on a conveniently located Razor scooter, cackling maniacally.
The mass casualties have been attributed to inability to hear the fire alarm as well as general apathy for survival.

"Everyone was singing along to 'Bad Romance,' Lizzy Skittles '11, a survivor of the incident, tearfully described. "We were too busy chanting 'Ra-Ra-ah-ah-ah, Roma Roma-ma, GaGa Oh-ia-ia to hear the fire alarm. We just assumed someone turned on a strobe light."
She added, "Although I'll admit, those lyrics really speak to me."
Other students, meanwhile, claimed that they heard the fire alarm go off but chose not to leave.

"I waited on that fucking beer line for a half hour," Mike Hockwinz '10 angrily said. "No way was I leaving. But seriously, if it takes me longer to get beer than it does for me to finish masturbating when I return home alone to my room after the party, then someone failed somewhere. And I mean someone other than me."

Parents have also expressed outrage at the Administration's lack of preparedness for this type of situation.
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OUTSIDE-THE-BUBBLE NEWS:
THE U.S. OF AWESOME
Baltimore, Maryland
President Obama joined House Republicans for an
annual retreat in Baltimore. Here, Republicans made two
mistakes. The first was holding their "retreat" in the city
that gave us The Wire. The second was inviting President
Obama, who according to most critics made the GOP look
"whinier than Holden Caulfield."

Scottsdale, Arizona
President Obama also decided to freeze all government spend-
ing, except on Arizona's new outdoor ice rink and the fleet
of helicopters keeping it frozen.

THE WHOLE WIDE WORLD
Pettoria, South Africa
President Jacob Zuma celebrated the birth of his twentieth child, which he fathered with the daughter of a 2010 World Cup
evaluator, making him twenty
times the man John Edwards will ever be.

Paris, France
A man was denied his request for French citizenship this
week because his wife wore a burqa, officially transform-
ing Barack Obama from a "black man" with the hot wife ranting about "dem damn Muslims"
into President Nicolas Sarkozy into your racist drunk un
week because his wife wore a burqa, officially transform-
ing into a "white" man. This is strong.

I know my fle promo flickers from my
stage of liberties and have a tendency
to get violent when people mention
my beloved Bronco's late season choke.
I swear to god, if Brandon Marshall
throws one more hairy fit I will per-
sonally choke him with his own sack.

But more importantly, despite the
epic nature of this year's Super
Bowl, my boyfriend has made clear
that he has no intention of watching
because he needs to "do work." I used to wonder what kind of
sad, soulless creature didn't watch the Super Bowl and appar-
tently I'm dating one. What work could he possible have that's
more important than the biggest football game of the year? A
research paper? A vagina extension?

I've put up with his wimpy shit before—
the High School Mu-
tical phase was a particularly rough patch—but seriously...what
the fuck, man? My father keeps calling me, asking if I've broken
up with my "pussy-ass" boyfriend yet. I mean, I don't even know
what to say to that.

I should probably break up with him, but I'd rather not
have to venture down to Bundy for my monthly sex fix. I'm
not one of those "watch the game because the
NFL fans"—and not one of those "watch the game because the
Chargers uniforms are pretty and I need an excuse to get drunk
on a Sunday afternoon" fan, but a real "rough em up, fuck em
up" fan.

Kristin, you need a new
Manning in your life!

Sincerely,
Kristin Rosbury '12
Edited by Mr. Hess '13

COMMONS TABLE TURF BATTLES
A recent Spectator editorial accurately
pointed out issues with Commons table spaces
during meals. Here is a guide for navigating the
complex Commons ecosystem.

1. Awkward Freshmen Year Hook-Ups vs.
Awkward Junior Year Hook-Ups
2. Two Girls Taking Up Entire Table vs.
Track Team
3. Jimmy Hoffa
4. German Table annexes French Table
5. Frat Pledges vs. Dignity
6. (8:58 AM) Charge of the Late Brigade
7. Freshman Girls vs. Self-Control
8. The Infamous "Oh shit, I don't see anyone
I know" Retreat

By Mr. Grebey '12, Mr. Zappala '12,
Mr. Sinton '13, and Mr. Leubsdorf '10

The Search for the KJ Water Feature
By Ms. Riemer-Petru '12
Upon returning to campus, students were immediately
confronted with emptiness and confusion: the KJ Water Feature had been
drained. Without the soft full of the wa-
tery crash, voices carry much easier, making
it hard to tune out the mindless jabber that so often debilitates students. Here are some
general hypotheses on the location of the missing water:

• Student Activities wanted to put the wa-
ter to a more pragmatic use and transferred it
to the outdoor skating rink.

• President, God of the Seas, directed his wrath
upon the undervesting Hamilton students who have
yet to learn the worth of flowing water. He
summoned the waters away from the feature,
never to return. Either that or his son, the recent
pragmatic Percy Jackson, son of the Olympi-
cans, got really wanted and used to water to make
a girl's vabic t-shirt REALLY wet.

• Government Department professors redi-
rected the water flow to their secret underground
Turkish baths, a location for debauchery,
drug use, and discussions on the influence of
two-patrimonial norms on local govern-
ment in Mallow.

• The rousing whorls of the water was a constant reminder of the Administration's poor
financial decisions. They realized they needed
the money for shit that was actually important.
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